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How Canada’s proposed Indigenous 
Languages Act fails to deliver

by Lorena Fontaine, David Leitch and Andrea Bear Nicholas

JUSTIN TRUDEAU’S GOVERNMENT is to be commended for at least acknowledging the 
perilous state of Canada’s Indigenous languages. More praise will be due if Bill C-91, its 
proposed new Indigenous Languages Act, actually helps Indigenous peoples to reverse 
the language erosion caused by Residential Schools by funding modern schools offering 
immersion in their ancestral languages. 

But that will be surprising because Bill C-91 is not really a language 
rights law at all. 

Its Preamble may be full of fine words but its operative provisions carefully avoid 
implementing the kinds of language rights, obligations and enforcement mechanisms 
found in the Official Languages Act or the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 
The Government may now accept that section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 “include[s] 
rights related to Indigenous languages”. But what rights? 

Any law that is serious about revitalizing Canada’s Indigenous languages 
must enact the right of Indigenous parents to educate their children in 
their ancestral languages in publicly-funded immersion schools. 

Bill C-91’s failure to enact this right flies in the face of the Government’s stated 
commitment to implement the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples. Bill C-91 should have simply enacted Article 14 of the Declaration, thereby 
recognizing both the right of Indigenous children to be educated in their own languages 
and the State’s obligation to implement that right. 

But Bill C-91 also ignores our own Supreme Court’s pronouncements on the scope and 
purpose of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 and on the obligations that language 
rights impose on the State. 

In 1996, the Court defined aboriginal rights as “the practices, traditions and customs 
central to the Aboriginal societies that existed in North America prior to contact with the 
Europeans”. This definition clearly includes the languages spoken by those societies. In 
1999, the Court held that language rights are “meaningless in the absence of a duty of the 
State to take positive steps to implement language guarantees”. In 2003, the Court held that  
“the purpose and promise of s. 35 is to protect practices that were historically important 
features of these distinctive communities”.  

There can be no more important and distinctive feature of any community 
than its language. 
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Section 35 thus recognizes and affirms the right of Canada’s Indigenous peoples to 
perpetuate their languages in the only way they can be and were perpetuated prior to 
contact with the Europeans: by teaching them to children. This language right then creates 
and imposes on Canada the obligation to fund schools offering immersion in those 
ancestral languages. Only immersion schools are capable of producing fluent speakers and 
only fluent speakers are capable of passing the languages on to future generations. 

And yet, under Bill C-91, the Government’s only positive duty is to consult Indigenous 
organizations “in order to meet the objective of providing adequate, sustainable and long-
term funding” for Indigenous languages. 

That may be the stated objective but with no specific Indigenous language 
rights and no corresponding positive obligations on the Government 
to implement those rights, Bill C-91 amounts to nothing more than an 
aspirational policy statement. 

It leaves in tact the Government’s bureaucratic control over funding of all Indigenous 
language initiatives, including the trap of block funding which forces communities to 
compete with each other for available dollars. On the key issue of immersion schools, the 
Bill is silent, speaking only about “immersion programs”, not schools. 

Yes, the new Commissioner of Indigenous Languages may entertain complaints about 
the funding provided by the Government of Canada for Indigenous languages. But the 
Commissioner may only mediate complaints or make recommendations. Unlike the Official 
Languages Act, Bill C-91 provides no further access to the Courts for the adjudication of 
language rights. And indeed, why would it? Bill C-91 does not create any language rights 
anyway.  

Of course, the teaching of Indigenous languages poses significant pedagogical challenges 
when speakers are dwindling in number, certified teachers are not necessarily speakers 
and culturally appropriate materials must be developed, sometimes from scratch. Bill 
C-91 does not meet this challenge by creating national or regional Indigenous Language 
Institutes controlled by the language groups or communities they would serve, as repeatedly 
recommended. Instead, Bill C-91 makes the bizarre suggestion that communities seek help 
from the Commissioner of Indigenous Languages, a Government appointee. But since the 
Commissioner’s primary duty is to investigate complaints and make recommendations to 
the Government, this arrangement appears to put the Commissioner in a clear conflict of 
interest. 

At the time of writing, Bill C-91 is headed for third reading in Parliament 
and is still being studied by the Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples. 
There is still time to amend and improve it. 

All Indigenous organizations should call for amendments that liberate Canada’s Indigenous 
languages from the bureaucratic grip of Government by implementing the section 35 right 
of Indigenous parents to educate their children in publicly-funded immersion schools. 


